Architectural Design Solutions

Sealy Design's Unique "Client-Centric Design” Process
Putting the drama in the result, not the process
3 Phases from Concept to Completion:
To Begin….Sealy Needs Assessment & Solution
Working directly with Karen Sealy, this is a flat fee service to engineer your unique Sealy Solution based on your needs +
your budget + your timeline. No more spinning your wheels or wasting time and money on the wrong plan.
Flat fee…. $1150 +HST
Phase 1: Made to Measure - Design & Drafting
We will turn your Sealy Solution into a tangible design with detailed drafted drawings from furniture plans to building
permit packages.
Starting at… $2,000
Phase 2: Making a House Your Home - the Details
By taking the shopping out of sourcing we have created a system that saves time and money over the traditional Interior
Design method. Clients come to 1-2 in studio finishes meetings where all items are selected from hardwood to tile to
furniture. Our design team sources within our curated showroom. These items offer the best quality at the best price to
save you money off retail pricing.
Starting at… $1500
Phase 3: The Project Roadmap - trade packages for accurate quoting and daily site management
Utilizing the plans and project details created in steps 1 & 2 we can finalize specific detailed Trade Packages so all parties
have a clear picture so you can be assured nothing is missed.
Starting at… $1,000

Bottom line.... we are a process driven company. It takes the uncertainty out of one of the biggest investments you will
ever make. Our unique Client-Centric Design Process has been developed to allow us to effectively and efficiently
manage your project.

Our success is measured by your joy with the final result.
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